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Microbial adhesion 
 

Adhesion of micro-organisms to surfaces and their subsequent growth into a 

biofilm is a problem occurring in many fields of application. Bacterial biofilms 

on pipes and heat exchangers in industry result in high costs when equipment 

has to be cleaned or replaced [1,2]. In medicine, biofilms on biomedical 

materials (like prosthetic implants or urinary catheters) lead to infections, 

causing expensive treatments and enormous discomfort, and sometimes even 

death of a patient [3-5]. In order to prevent these problems, it is important to 

know more about microbial affinity for substratum surfaces, which governs the 

first step in biofilm formation. Microbial affinity can be expressed in terms of  

initial adhesion rate [6-8], deposition (or collision) efficiency [9] or in number 

of adhering bacterial cells after a few hours [8]. However, none of these 

parameters provide information on the adhesion strength between a micro-

organism and substratum surface. 

 The strength of microbial adhesion to substratum surfaces, is at least 

equally important if not more so than data on numbers of adhering organisms. In 

medicine bacterial desorption from one location may lead to an infection 

elsewhere in the body. An example of  the importance of bacterial adsorption 

and desorption is found in the daily use of contact lenses. Wearing contact 

lenses increases the risk of microbial keratitis (i.e. inflammation of the cornea) 

[10]. Bacterial adhesion to contact lenses occurs during manual handling while 

putting the lens onto the eye, but also during storage in a lens box [11]. Once the 

contact lens is placed on the epithelium of the cornea, bacterial desorption from 

the lens surfaces occurs and bacteria may adhere to the epithelium, with the 

possibility to cause microbial keratitis. 
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Adhesion forces 
 

In literature, adhesion strengths between bacteria and surfaces are calculated 

theoretically using the (extended-) DLVO theory (named after Derjaguin, 

Landau, Verwey and Overbeek) [12-14] or measured e.g. by using centrifugal 

force assays [15], laser tweezers [16-18] or total internal reflection microscopy 

related techniques [19-22]. Most frequently used however, are atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) [23-25] and fluid flow devices [26-29]. Because the flow 

profile in these devices is well controlled [30], they are suitable to determine the 

shear rate to prevent adhesion of bacteria or to detach adhering bacteria. These 

shear rates provide an averaged adhesion force for a bacterial population. 

Conversely, in AFM adhesion forces are probed directly between a substratum 

surface and an individual bacterial cell.  

As can be seen from Table 1, the magnitude of the force range estimated 

for microbial interaction forces with substratum surfaces is greatly dependent on 

the method used. For example, predicting interaction forces using the DLVO-

theory result in the weakest forces, while AFM yields forces that are up to 105 

times stronger. It is unclear why these different techniques each yield their own 

class of force values. 

 
 

Table 1. Average force ranges for the interaction of micro-organisms with substratum 

surfaces reported in the literature and obtained with different techniques. 

Method of force measurement Force range (N) References 

Fluid flow devices 10-13 – 10-11 [26,31] 

Air bubble detachment 10-9 – 10-7 [32-34] 

AFM  10-10 – 10-9 [35-38] 

DLVO  10-14 – 10-10 [12,39,40] 
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In conclusion, commonly accepted, well documented data on microbial 

adhesion forces do not exist, because different methods yield widely varying 

results and in many cases studies do not contain enough strains to warrant 

generally valid conclusions [41].  

 

 

Aim of this thesis 
 

The main aim of this thesis is to develop an understanding of the reason(s) why 

different techniques yield different ranges for microbial interaction forces with 

substratum surfaces. To achieve this aim, adhesion forces, together with data on 

adhesion dynamics, will be systematically obtained on hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic surfaces for a wide variety of bacterial strains and using different 

techniques. 
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